Using the Internet as an infrastructure for mobile, real-time communication is an attractive goal as well as a challenging task. The non-optimal routing, inherent in several proposed IP mobility schemes makes it harder to meet the requirement of low end-to-end delay. Mobile users may also perceive decreased performance when a handover between to access points is performed. In this study, common IP based mobility support schemes are evaluated according to their impact on the end-to-end delay and their IP level handover performance. Of the schemes considered, Mobile IPv6 15] shows the best characteristics. Mobile IPv4 with route optimization 16] is also promising, however, some enhancements are suggested.
Introduction
Real-time interactive services like telephony have high requirements on low end-to-end delay (T ee ) and low delay variation. Providing this kind of service over the Internet leads to several challenging problems, due to the delay variations inherent in datagram networks. The delay variations can be addressed by bu ering at the receiver, but the requirement on low maximum end-to-end delay (T ee;max ) is still an issue (T ee;max is often considered to be around 150 ms, but may be stretched up to 400 ms for trained users 9]).
When extending these real-time services to include mobile users, it will be even harder to meet the requirement of low T ee . There are several reasons to this, e.g., the di culty of guaranteeing an acceptable quality of services in all the locations that the user may move to, and the non-optimal routing inherent in several proposed mobility support schemes. Also, mobile users may perceive reduced performance when moving between di erent access points (i.e., performing a handover), since packets in-ight to the mobile user's previous point of attachment, may be lost or unacceptably delayed. The time interval when users may perceive reduced performance due to a handover will depend on factors such as movement detection delay, the time to acquire a care-of IP address corresponding to the new point of attachment 20, 21] , and the time it takes to redirect (T redir ) the data to this new care-of address.
In this paper we investigate the possibility to use the Internet as an infrastructure for mobile, real-time services such as IP based mobile telephony. We study the case when a mobile user moves from one IP subnet to another and the objective is to compare a set of proposed mobility support schemes. We will evaluate them with respect to two performance metrics: low redirection delay (T redir ) and low end-to-end delay (T ee ). The outline of this report is as follows. In section 2 we cover the basic concepts of IP mobility and de ne our performance metrics T ee and T redir more thoroughly. In section 3, the di erent mobility support schemes are presented and analyzed using symbolic expressions for T ee and T redir . These results are summarized and discussed in section 4. Finally, section 5 concerns related and future work.
IP Based mobility
The Internet is a datagram network, where each packet is labeled with the IP address of the destination node. Each node is con gured with one (or more) globally unique IP addresses, and the IP addresses of nodes on the same IP subnet have a common pre x(network number). This makes routing scalable, since routers only have to keep track of networks, not individual hosts. However, this implies that a node that leaves one IP subnet to attach to another (i.e. performing a cross IP subnet handover) will have to acquire a new address corresponding to the new subnet. Furthermore, the node needs to be identi ed by same address as before to be able to keep its ongoing higher level connections.
Therefore, Mobile IPv4 (MIPv4) 12] lets the mobile nodes (MNs) be associated with two IP addresses, one home address belonging to a home network, and a care-of address (COA) associated with the subnet it is currently visiting. When the MN is away from home, a dedicated host on the home network, a home agent (HA), intercepts packets destined for the MN and \tunnels" them to the MN's current COA using, e.g., IP-in-IP encapsulation 13]. This tunnel can end at the MN itself or at a dedicated host, a foreign agent (FA), on the visited subnet (the FA will be responsible for delivering the packet the last hop to the MN). In the former case we call the COA a co-located COA and in the latter case we have a foreign agent COA. When a MN moves to a new subnet, it needs to inform its HA about its new COA, so that the HA can redirect packets accordingly.
For tra c going in the other direction (upstream), MIPv4 o ers two possibilities; the MN can either send data directly to the correspondent node (CN), or tunnel the packets back to its HA, which in turns routes them towards the CN. These two routing schemes are called triangular routing and reverse tunneling, see Figure 1 .
In the next section, we will analyze MIPv4 and a set of other proposed IP mobility support schemes. As already mentioned, we will evaluate them with respect to their a ect on the end-to-end delay (T ee ) and the redirection delay (T redir ). Since these metrics may di er for the downstream (towards the MN) and the upstream (towards the CN) ow, we de ne these delays separately. 
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The de nitions of T ee;down and T ee;up are quite straightforward, however, one should note that we do not consider the delay associated with packetization at the sender. If we compare these two metrics for the setup in Figure 1 , one can expect that T ee;down will be equal for triangular routing and reverse tunneling, while T ee;up will be lower for triangular routing.
Regarding the redirection delay, the de nitions will need some further explanation. We assume that the MN is roaming in area with overlapping cells and that the MN can only attach to one access point at a time. T redir;down represents the period of time when packets are lost, if the time to shift from one access point to another as well as the time to acquire a new COA were both zero. For the upstream tra c the situation is di erent, since the MN itself could be seen as the point of redirection. Nevertheless, for some of the mobility support schemes the MN may be unable to send data to the CN for a certain amount of time T redir;up .
Analysis of IP mobility schemes
There exist several proposals for alternatives or extensions to the basic MIPv4 scheme introduced in section 2. The additional schemes we have considered are referred to as Mobile IPv4 with route optimization 16], Mobile IPv4 with Hierarchical Foreign Agents (HFAs) 14] and Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) 15]. The rst two contain extensions to MIPv4 that reduce T ee and T redir respectively. MIPv6 is covered since it will become important when IPv6 deployment takes o .
We will present symbolic expressions for the performance metrics de ned in section 2, for each of these schemes. We restrict our analysis to the case were both the MN and the CN are mobile, as we think this con guration is more general than if the CN is a xed host. Furthermore, we let them use the same mobility support scheme, since supporting this scenario is a minimum requirement for a scheme to be successful. The only di erence between the MN and the CN is that the MN is performing a handover, while the CN is staying at a certain location during this period of time.
Sections 3.1-3.4 concern di erent IPv4 mobility support schemes based on the use of foreign agents, while section 3.5 treats aspects of using co-located COAs in MIPv4. Section 3.6 concerns mobility support in IPv6.
MIPv4 with triangular routing
As described in section 2, MIPv4 o ers two possible routing schemes, triangular routing and reverse tunneling. In this section we will present the delays in triangular routing, while reverse tunneling is covered in the next section. The data and signaling paths for MIPv4 with triangular routing are shown in Figure 2 . One can note that the data path takes the form of a bow-tie(./), and not a triangle as in Figure 1 . The reason is that we now consider a con guration, where both the MN and the CN are mobile (with home agent HA1 and HA2 respectively).
Symbolic expressions for the total downstream and upstream end-to-end delays are shown in equation 1 and 2.
T ee;down = T cn?>ha1 + T ha1?>mn (1) T ee;up = T mn?>ha2 + T ha2?>cn (2) where T cn?>ha1 is the delay for packets to travel from the CN to the HA of MN, T ha1?>mn is the delay from the HA to MN and so on. Processing delays at intermediate nodes, e.g., HAs and FAs, are not stated explicitly in our symbolic expressions. Instead we emphasize the delay related to the path the packets will traverse. We do not claim that processing delay is irrelevant, however, its impact decreases with improved hardware performance. To redirect the downstream tra c ow after a handover, the MN sends a Registration Request to its HA via the new FA. The HA responds with a Registration Reply to acknowledge a successful (or unsuccessful) binding update and redirects the packets to the new COA. Packets lost after the MN has acquired the new COA are the ones in-ight between the HA and the previous COA plus the ones arriving at HA while the Registration Request travels from the MN to the HA. Thus, according to de nition 3, T redir;down will be the sum of the network delay between the HA and the MN's old and new point of attachment (denoted T ha1?>mn;old and T mn?>ha1 respectively).
The time to redirect the upstream data ow depends on the round-trip time from the MN to its HA, i.e, the MN should wait for a (positive) Registration Reply in response to the Registration Request 12], before it updates it routing table in accordance with the new subnet. Symbolic expressions for the downstream and upstream redirection delays are shown in equation 3 and 4.
T redir;down = T ha1?>mn;old + T mn?>ha1 (3) T redir;up = T mn?>ha1 + T ha1?>mn (4) 3.2 MIPv4 with reverse tunneling In Mobile IPv4 with triangular routing, the MN uses its home IP address as source address, even if it is currently attached to another network. This may lead to problems, since security conscious routers may drop packets, which do not have a topologically correct source IP address 6]. One way to address this problem is to let the FA tunnel the packets from the MN to the CN via the HA, as shown in Figure 3 . These packets will be able to pass ingress ltering routers, since the source IP address of the \outer" IP header will be the IP address of the FA. This method is called reverse tunneling 11], since both downstream and upstream tra c is tunneled between the HA and the FA. (Reverse tunneling can also be useful if the MN sends multicast packets, since multicast routing protocols based on reverse path forwarding, e.g., DVMRP 22] , also depend on topologically correct source addresses.) The total downstream and upstream end-to-end delays are given in equation 5 and 6.
T ee;down = T cn?>ha2 + T ha2?>ha1 + T ha1?>mn (5) T ee;up = T mn?>ha1 + T ha1?>ha2 + T ha2?>cn (6) As both MN and CN are mobile, reverse tunneling will generally show longer T ee (both upstream and downstream), as compared to triangular routing. The tunnel from the FA to the HA will not be available before the FA receives a positive Registration Reply from the HA, thus sending data from the MN before receiving the Registration Reply makes little sense, since the FA is likely to drop them. Hence, if reverse tunneling is used, the MN will not be able to send data packets via the new FA before the Registration Reply has been received. The downstream and upstream redirection delays will be the same as for MIPv4 with triangular routing.
T redir;down = T ha1?>mn;old + T mn?>ha1 (7) T redir;up = T mn?>ha1 + T ha1?>mn (8) 3.3 MIPv4 with route optimization
To reduce the end-to-end delays present in MIPv4, there is an IETF draft 16] which proposes a scheme for route optimization. This could be seen as an extension to the MIPv4 protocol, where CNs can tunnel packets directly to the MN's current COA, instead of routing them via the HA. When a HA, that supports route optimization, intercepts data destined for one of its MNs, it will tunnel the packets from the CN to the MN (as before), but also send a Binding Update to the CN to inform it about the MN's current COA. Thus, a CN will send the rst (few) packet(s) via the HA, but is then able tunnel the packets directly to the MN's current location, see Figure 4a ). As we limit the analysis to the case where both the CN and the MN are mobile and use the same support scheme, the MN will also tunnel packets (upstream) to the CN. The total end-to-end delays are given in equations 9 and 10:
T ee;down = T cn?>mn (9) T ee;up = T mn?>cn (10) To avoid losing all packets in-ight between the HA and the old FA, the route optimization draft also includes support for smooth handover. The MN can request its new FA to inform its old FA about its new COA. The old FA will then be able to forward any packets it receives destined for the MN. The total end-to-end delay for these packets will be T ee;down;smooth = T cn?>fa;old + T fa;old?>mn (11) The handover procedure di ers somewhat from the schemes presented earlier. The MN will inform its HA (and possibly also its old FA) about its new COA. The HA will then send a Binding Update to inform the CNs, so that they can update their binding caches and redirect the packets, see Figure 4b ). (Binding Updates can also be triggered if the HA is noti ed about CNs with stale mobility bindings by the old FA.) Data in-ight can be redirected by the old FA, a feature that will e ect the downstream redirection delay if the new and old FA are relatively close (and T ee;down;smooth < T ee;max ). Furthermore, the old FA is also able to detect CNs with stale mobility bindings; it can notify the HA about this, which in turn can send a Binding Updatesto those CNs. The upstream redirection delay ought to be the same as for the base Mobile IP scheme, see section 3.1. Hence, the redirection delays will be as follows:
T mn?>fa;old if T ee;down;smooth < T ee;max T cn?>mn;old + T mn?>ha1 + T ha1?>cn otherwise (12) T redir;up = T mn?>ha1 + T ha1?>mn (13) The expression for T redir;down assumes that the HA has cached a binding to the CN's current location (both the MN and CN are mobile and use the same scheme). This assumption is reasonable since the CN will regularly contact the HA to check the validity of the binding it has cached for MN.
MIPv4 with hierarchical foreign agents
Perkins introduces a mobility support architecture with multiple levels of redirection 14]. The idea is that handovers that take place between subnets within an administrative domain (AD), such as a campus network, could be handled locally. This will both reduce the amount of signaling sent over the backbone and also lead to faster handovers. FAs are arranged in a hierarchy, where packets destined for the MN arrive at some top level FA. Packets will then be redirected through multiple tunnels until they reach the FA that the MN is currently associated with, see Figure 5a ). When a MN performs a handover, the Registration Request only needs to travel to the FA that constitutes the lowest common node in the FA hierarchy. If there is no common FA, the Registration Request will have to go all the way to the HA. As a hierarchy of FAs are not likely to span multiple ADs, only \intra-AD" handovers are likely to bene t from this architecture. This scheme was designed as an extension of MIPv4; however, schemes based on HFAs could be combined with several other schemes for \cross-AD" handover. If we consider the case where HFAs are combined with the route optimization scheme of section 3.3 (skipping the smooth handover feature for simplicity), the total end-to-end delays and redirection delays will be as follows:
The only signi cant di erence in the metrics we are studying concerns the upstream redirection delay. Once the MN has acquired a COA on a new subnet, it should be able to send data to its CNs immediately, since there is no need to wait for a positive Registration Reply. Thus, T redir;up is equal to zero for the triangular routing, reverse tunnels, and route optimization schemes if co-located COAs are used.
The route optimization draft 16] does not consider co-located COAs, however, the route optimization scheme will work as well with co-located COAs, except for two features that rely on the existence of FAs; smooth handover and stale mobility binding detection, see section 3.3. The former will a ect the downstream redirection delay. Changes in redirection delay, as compared to using FAs, are shown in equations 18 and 19:
T redir;down = T mn?>ha1 + T ha1?>cn + T cn?>mn;old (route opt. only) (19) 3.6 Mobility Support in IPv6 Just as in MIPv4 with route optimization, the CNs are able to send data directly to the MN. In MIPv6, the CNs will use IPv6 routing headers rather than IPv6 encapsulation. There is also support for smooth handover. The di erence here is that the MN has to notify a router on the previous subnet (not a FA) and ask it to intercept and forward packets destined for the MN. Thus, total end-to-end delay will be the same as for route optimization in MIPv4:
T ee;down = T cn?>mn (20) T ee;up = T mn?>cn (21) or T ee;down;smooth = T cn?>gw;old + T gw;old?>mn for those packets in-ight when the MN performs the handover. When the MN has moved to a new IPv6 subnet and acquired a COA on this subnet, it will send a Binding Update message 2 to its HA to register this COA. The MN can also send a Binding Update to its CN(s), and also to a router 3 on its previous subnet (to support smooth handover). Since the MN can send Binding Update directly to its CN, the downward redirection delay will be shorter, as compared to route optimization in MIPv4 (see Equation 12 ) The upstream redirection delay will be approximately zero, since the MN can redirect its outgoing ow immediately. 
Reverse tunneling is also possible in MIPv6. The end-to-end and redirection delays will then be the same as when using co-located COAs with reverse tunneling in MIPv4, see sections 3.2 and 3.5.
Results and conclusion
To achieve low end-to-end and redirection delays, we are concerned about the number of times that a data or a signaling packet may have to traverse the backbone network. By use of the symbolic expressions presented in section 2, we can easily compare the di erent mobility support schemes. Except for the expressions concerning intra-AD handovers in HFA based schemes, each component in the expressions constitutes a potential backbone traversal.
End-to-end delay: It is important to have T ee;down and T ee;up less than T ee;max . As we have assumed that MN and CN use the same scheme, T ee;down and T ee;up will give the same number of traversals. From the equations in section 2 we can see that:
{ MIPv6 and MIPv4 with route optimization gives only one backbone traversal. If the network delay between the involved entities are large, the schemes using route optimization are the only ones that can achieve acceptable performance. Triangular routing and bidirectional tunnels may give long T ee even in the case the MN and the CN are attached to the same subnet.
Downstream redirection delay: The downstream redirection delay can di er if the handover is intra-AD or cross-AD: { For \intra-AD" handovers schemes based on HFAs or smooth handover are superior, since T redir;down does not include any backbone traversals in this case. (16, 22) { For \cross-AD" handovers no scheme provides good support. MIPv4 with triangular routing, MIPv4 with reverse tunneling and MIPv6 (with route optimization or reverse tunneling) all risk losing packets corresponding to the delay of two backbone traversals. (3, 7, 22) For MIPv4 with route optimization the situation is even worse, since packets corresponding to three backbone traversals may be lost. (12) To improve T redir;down for MIPv4 with route optimization, the obvious approach would be to let the MN send a Binding Update directly to the CNs, however, this option is currently not suggested in 16]. It should be noted that using hierarchical foreign agents is of no use for handovers across administrative domains, unless the hierarchy spans over several domains. Smooth handover mechanism are not likely to help either, since packets will have to traverse the backbone multiple times and possibly arrive to late at the MN. Reply, leading to a T redir;up of two backbone traversals. (4, 8, 13) The redirection delay for intra-AD handovers using HFA based mobility, however, does not involve backbone traversals. (17) It is worth noting that the MN receives information about an appropriate gateway on the new subnet in the Agent Advertisements sent out by the FA. Hence, it ought to be possible for the MN to send data (possibly simulcasting the packets to the old FA as well) to the CN via that gateway at the same time as it is able to send the Registration Request, giving a T redir;up of approximately zero.
The overall conclusion is that MIPv6 is the scheme most well suited for services like IP based mobile telephony, since it gives the \lowest possible" end-to-end delay and relatively low redirection delay. Of the IPv4 schemes, MIPv4 with route optimization is the most promising one, due to its low end-to-end delay. To enhance it even further, the MN should be able to send Binding Updates to the CNs directly. Furthermore, to be able to cope with ingress ltering routers, support for reverse tunneling towards the CNs may be needed.
Related and future work
There exists several other proposals for enhanced IP level mobility support. Except for schemes based on multicast, e.g. 1, 7] , they have much in common with the schemes evaluated in this study. This study only consider the delays inherent in the presented mobility schemes, and assumes that necessary keys for authentication etc has already been exchanged. However, to enable wide spread deployment of IP based mobility, a global key management infrastructure will needed. This is particularly important for schemes where the MN sends Binding Updates directly to its CN(s).
Related to this is the need for authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) services 8]. To evaluate how this a ects T ee and T redir is an interesting and important extension to this work.
If the MN is able to connect to several access points simultaneously, either using one 10] or multiple network devices 23], the impact of T redir will be reduced. T redir will still be of importance, since it a ects the need for cell overlap areas and movement detection mechanisms.
